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The Chronic Microcap Trap: How Launch Is the Escape for True Growth
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That premium can be substantial. The average market
capitalization of a cohort of public companies that
developed paths to launch their own products (including
successful and sub-optimal launches) was over six
times greater than a cohort of public companies who
consistently license with other pharma companies to
launch their products.
A company that successfully launches and
commercializes its product independently generates
revenue and earnings that stay within the company’s
walls, as opposed to taking only a small percentage of
royalty revenue from licensing its asset. The cash the
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a pharmaceutical product requires significant and highly
technical subject-matter expertise from a finite pool of
talent resources who are in high demand in the pharma and
biotechnology industries.

Faced with these challenges, many companies are
unable to justify the potential investment based on the
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risk and limited funding channels at their disposal. With
this realization, their launch option quickly skews toward
licensing to another pharma company.

al Value Creates a Microcap Trap
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been able to commercialize their assets and retain the
majority of the commercial value.
After tracking the success of two company cohorts,
companies that launched vs. companies that licensed,
our study showed companies who are able to launch
their own products have a 70% chance of dramatically
increasing their market capitalization and escaping the
chronic microcap trap.
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REALIZING SUB-OPTIMAL VALUE
CREATES A MICROCAP TRAP
Once a company reaches the conclusion that the odds of
successfully launching on its own are low, the company
naturally turns toward licensing, partnership and cocommercialization options. The upside to these options
is the ability to get the product to patients, address
unmet needs and realize the commercial value of the
product. Unfortunately, the majority of the commercial
value does not flow back to the company with the asset.
Approximately 80% of the commercial value goes to the
company with the commercial infrastructure.

LAUNCHING IS NOT THE EASY WAY OUT
OF THE MICROCAP TRAP
Unfortunately, attempts to help nanocap and microcap
companies commercialize their products independently
have failed due to a number of factors, including:
•

Lack of comprehensive breadth of strategic
and operational capabilities.

•

Limited technology and supply chain infrastructure.

•

Poor financial resources to handle funding
requirements and the biopharma product’s risk profile.

•

Emphasis on certain aspects of commercializing
a biopharma product and “just good enough”
capabilities.

•

Misaligned internal incentives that result in challenging
coordination and collaboration.
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Nanocap and microcap companies and their shareholders
have been conditioned to believe and accept that
C MICROCAP TRAP: HOW LAUNCH IS THE ESCAPE FOR TRUE GROWTH
this result
is as good as it gets in terms of a successful
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outcome. The companies that end up forming
partnerships may get some increase in valuation, but that
value is far below the valuation of companies that have

These launch challenges should be acknowledged
head-on and early in order to develop a successful
commercialization capability for nanocap and microcap
companies. At EVERSANA, we know that seamless
coordination and future cross-functional collaboration
must be the life sciences commercialization standard
rather than the exception.
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